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Name of Model:
Full Equations Model (FEQ)
Model Type:
One-dimensional unsteady flow in open channels and through control structures. Flow and
elevation are simulated through looped or dendritic networks. A wide variety of hydraulic
control structures can be incorporated in the simulation by applying the accompanying Full
Equations Utilities Model (FEQUTL) prior to the FEQ simulation.
Model Objective(s):
FEQ and FEQUTL are used for hydraulic design and analysis, stormwater management, urban
planning, and flood-plain mapping. FEQ has been approved by FEMA for use in the National
Flood Insurance Program (NFIP).
Agency and Office:
Audrey L. Ishii
U.S. Geological Survey
1201 W. University Avenue
Urbana, IL 61801
(217)328-9718
(217)344-0082 (FAX)
email: alishii@usgs.gov
http://il.water.usgs.gov/proj/feq/
Technical Contact and Address:
Dr. Delbert D. Franz
Linsley, Kraeger Associates, Ltd.
752 Ormonde Drive
Mountain View, CA 94043
email: ddf@iqdotdt.com
http://www.iqdotdt.com/
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Model Structure and Mathematical Basis:
FEQ simulates flow in a stream system by solving the full, dynamic equations of motion for onedimensional unsteady flow in open channels and through control structures. The structure of the
program is designed to follow the structure of a stream system while providing maximum
generality and flexibility of description. A stream system that is simulated with FEQ is
subdivided into three broad classes of flow paths: (1) stream reaches (branches), (2) parts of the
stream system for which complete information on flow and depth are not required (dummy
branches), and (3) level-pool reservoirs. These components are connected by special features or
hydraulic control structures, such as junctions, bridges, culverts, dams, waterfalls, spillways,
weirs, side weirs, pumps, and others. The hydraulic characteristics of channel cross sections and
special features are stored in function tables calculated by the companion program FEQUTL.
FEQ can interpolate hydraulic properties of cross sections between measured sections. FEQ can
be applied in the simulation of a wide range of stream configurations (including loops), lateral
inflow conditions, and special features. Boundary conditions can be water-surface stage,
discharge, or the stage-discharge relationship at a node. Wind stress terms are supported. The
effects of lateral inflows can also be simulated in FEQ when given local runoff intensity data.
In FEQ, the principles of conservation of mass and conservation of momentum are used to
calculate the flow and depth throughout the stream system resulting from known initial and
boundary conditions with an implicit finite-difference approximation. FEQUTL is used to
compute the hydraulic properties of various structures, each with its own computational theory.
Model Parameters:
The effect of channel friction on flow is simulated with Manning's n roughness coefficient. The
routines in FEQUTL for determining discharge require discharge coefficients for orifices or
weirs and other estimates of head loss resulting from sudden changes in effective flow areas,
sharp corners, pumps, etc. These are often determined from standard engineering handbooks or
physical modeling.
Spatial Scale Employed in the Model:
Stream systems may range from small streams or laboratory models to large rivers. The de SaintVenant equations must be applicable with the basic assumptions that the velocity over the cross
section is uniform with a horizontal surface, the streamline curvature is small and vertical
accelerations are negligible (hydrostatic pressure), the effects of boundary friction and turbulence
can be simulated by resistance laws utilized for steady flow, and the average channel bed slope is
small enough to approximate the cosine of the slope angle by 1.
Temporal Scale Employed in the Model:
The maximum time step for simulation may range from fractional seconds to days and can be set
by the user. FEQ will automatically reduce the time step to a user-set minimum as required for
convergence.
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Input Data Requirements:
FEQ reads an input file that contains specifications of run control parameters, an encoding of the
stream schematic, and optionally, initial conditions. This file can contain boundary-condition
tables and function tables for special features, or it can identify additional files that contain the
information.
FEQUTL computes function tables from specifications and data provided in input files.
FEQUTL can read HEC-2 and WSPRO cross-section input data and calculate cross-section
function tables for use in FEQ simulation. Function tables for bridges are computed using the
program WSPRO to compute a suite of upstream and downstream water-surface elevations.
FEQUTL can create input files for WSPRO and convert tables output by WSPRO into a format
suitable for FEQ.
Computer Requirements:
FEQ is a written in FORTRAN 77, FORTRAN 90, and FORTRAN 95and has been compiled for
UNIX and DOS platforms. The current version is FORTRAN 95 and has been compiled for
Linux and DOS platforms. The source code is available for porting to any other platform.
Model Output:
FEQ outputs files that can be accessed by the GENeration and analysis of model simulation
SCeNarios (GENSCN) software for plotting hydrographs and function tables, producing
statistics, and animating profiles and flow threshholds. GenScn is available as part of BASINS
http://www.epa.gov/waterscience/basins/index.html Other binary and ASCII output formats are
also available.
Parameter Estimation / Model Calibration:
Model calibration is achieved manually, although automatic interpolation of cross sections is
available to complete a convergence analysis.
Model Testing and Verification:
FEQ has been applied and compared to measured data by the U.S. Geological Survey in
cooperation with the Illinois Department of Natural Resources, and Du Page County, Illinois to
simulate (1) unsteady flow in laboratory channels, (2) unsteady flow in a large stream system
(Fox River in northeastern Illinois) with multiple low-head dams (3) unsteady flow in a small
stream system (Spring Brook in northeastern Illinois) with culverts and overbank flow. The
results of these tests are reported in Franz and Melching (1997a), Ishii and Turner (1997) and
Turner and others (1996). The USGS has used FEQ in other applications also described in
references listed at http://il.water.usgs.gov/proj/feq/feqbib.html.
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Model Sensitivity:
It is necessary to maintain a small baseflow in the channels throughout a simulation. A
Preissman slot may be utilized to minimize the water-surface elevation.
Model Reliability:
FEQ has been accepted by FEMA for the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) and has
been successfully calibrated and applied as well as tested and verified for a wide range of cases.
FEQ is highly robust because of its implicit formulation and efficient matrix solver.
Model Application / Case Studies:
FEQ has been applied nationally and internationally for hydraulic design, urban stormwater
drainage analysis, watershed planning, dam safety analysis, and flood-damage reduction. It has
been applied for flood-plain mapping and real-time flood warning simulation. Selected
references are available at http://il.water.usgs.gov/proj/feq/feqbib.html Check
http://il.water.usgs.gov/proj/feq/ for reported bugs.
Documentation:
FEQ and FEQUTL have been documented in a series of reports by the U.S. Geological Survey.
These reports may be downloaded in PDF or viewed online at the USGS FEQ project web site
http://il.water.usgs.gov/proj/feq/ Other support materials and a list of known bugs are also
maintained at the web site.
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Franz, D.D., and Melching, C.S., 1997, Approximating the hydraulic properties of open channels
and control structures, during unsteady flow using the Full Equations Utility (FEQUTL)
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Other Comments:
Basic and advanced FEQ courses are occasionally sponsored by ASCE or the Illinois
Association for Floodplain and Stormwater Management, the U.S. Geological Survey, and Du
Page County, Illinois and are taught by the model author, Dr. Delbert Franz or other private
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consultants. Information on recent or upcoming courses may be found at the USGS FEQ project
web site http://il.water.usgs.gov/proj/feq/
Responder:
Name: Audrey L. Ishii
Tel: (217)328-9718
Email: alishii@usgs.gov
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